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Scoping and Environmental Impact Assessment 
(SEIA) for the Proposed Expansion of the 

Pietermaritzburg Airport 
Minutes1  of the Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) Public Meeting 

Thursday 2 February, 2017 - Bisley Park Primary School 

1. Overview  
 The public meeting was conducted and represented by: 

o The Msunduzi Municipality – development proposer/client 

- David Gengan  

- Rodney Bartholomew  

o The Institute of Natural Resources (INR) NPC – Social and Environmental Impact 

Assessment (SEIA) consultant 

- David Cox  

- Sian Oosthuizen  

- Jabulile Matshazi  

o IMA Trader cc – Aircraft Noise Specialist 

- Andrew Simpson 

 A total of 109 Interested and Affected Parties (I&APs) were in attendance. The consolidated 

attendance register and a copy of the original register are included in Appendix 1. Attendees 

consisted of:  

o 98 Residents  

o 4 Business Representatives 

o 1 School Principal 

o 1 Ward Councillor 

o 2 Msunduzi Municipality Officials  

o 3 Government Officials 

 The following apologies were noted:  

o Chris Stretch - KZN Department of Transport 

o Nontobeko Mofokeng – Pietermaritzburg Airport Manager  

o Judy Bell – Winterskloof Conservancy 

o Michele Steiji – AZUR 

 The meeting was opened by David Cox at 18:00, and closed at 20:25. 

 

                                                           
1
 These minutes are not intended as a verbatim transcript of the meeting, but rather as a summary of the salient discussions which took 

place 
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2. Points of Clarification 
Before the formal Public Meeting commenced, an informal discussion was held to clarify points of 

concern that were apparent.  

 David Cox (INR) opened the session by indicating that it was apparent there was concern 

regarding the impact of the proposed development on Oribi Village and other residential areas 

surrounding the airport (specifically houses being demolished). David Cox requested that David 

Gengan, the municipal representative, clarify the concern.  

o An attendee indicated that the local community is a multi-racial community where 

multiple languages are spoken, and requested that the discussion be translated into 

Zulu. 

o David Cox indicated that this was possible – Jabulile Matshazi (INR) translated the 

discussion and presentation that followed.  

 David Gengan (Msunduzi Municipality) indicated that during the formal presentation, the 

reasons for and details of the proposed expansion will be discussed. To clarify on concern raised 

he will speak specifically about Oribi Village and its relation to the project.  

o Even though the project is called a ‘proposed expansion of the airport’, it actually 

includes all the areas in the airport precinct (airport region). Oribi Village is part of this 

precinct and therefore part of the planning process.  

o It is  national government policy to develop human settlements and not housing 

developments anymore, where residential areas were located far from the city and the 

service facilities (for example, in areas outside of the city such as France). Therefore, the 

municipality is committed to developing human settlements where the services are 

brought to the people. Human Settlements consider were people go to school, worship, 

play sports, etc.  

o In terms of Oribi Village, the municipality had a consultant evaluate the condition of the 

houses, what facilities are available, activities undertaken, etc. The report from 

consultant indicated that there are a number of structures in Oribi Village that are still of 

good quality, with a certain fraction that need rehabilitation. The report also indicated 

the availability of space in Oribi Village for improvement. 

o At this stage, there are no final plans in terms of the type of development planned for 

Oribi Village. However, what is likely to happen is that there will be a programme to 

upgrade dilapidated structures (for example, The Community Hall).  

o David Gengan assured the attendees that any new developments proposed for Oribi 

Village will be done in consultation with the residents. 

o During the formal presentation, the overview of the airport project will show the 

linkages to Oribi Village and other areas.  

 An attendee queried if this means that Oribi Village will not be demolished.  

o David Gengan confirmed that there are no plans of demolishing Oribi Village; instead it 

will be upgraded as part of the precinct area planning. 

 An attendee queried if this plan has been put in writing - something concrete to ascertain the 

validity of David Gengan’s statements. 

o David Gengan assured the community that whatever has been said is in the presence of 

the ward councillor.  
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 David Cox emphasized that for the proposed airport expansion development, no houses will be 

demolished and people will not be moved. Adding, that the municipality will engage with 

residents through the ward councillor in a separate process from this EIA regarding the 

upgrading of Oribi Village.  

 An attendee asked if houses will be part of the upgrading scheme or it was limited to municipal 

infrastructure. 

o David Gengan indicated that the Municipality plans to rehabilitate existing structures, in 

exceptional cases where this is not possible, such structures will be demolished and 

rebuilt.  

o The way the municipality works is that they do broad plans, and then do detailed plans 

later. At this stage, there may be no detailed plans for Oribi Village however; no one will 

be relocated from the Village. This is referred to as in situ development.  

o The municipality acknowledges that people in Oribi Village are part of the community - 

they send children to Bisley Park Primary School, work in surrounding areas, etc. It 

would therefore be unreasonable for the municipality demolish for purposes of 

relocating the Oribi residents.  

o Once detailed plans regarding the Oribi village have been developed, the municipality in 

consultation with the ward councillor will inform the community.  

 An attendee enquired if the meeting was being minuted  

o David Cox assured the attendees that INR was taking minutes of the meeting that will be 

circulated, and noted that the meeting was also being voice recorded. 

 An attendee acknowledges the plans of rehabilitating houses in Oribi Village, but wanted to 

know if the Municipality had an idea of the housing designs (i.e. will they be the same style as 

existing structures). 

o The attendee noted that it is a community of different cultures with different rituals, 

citing certain practices/rituals that cannot be performed in certain housing styles (for 

examples, a flat).  

o David Gengan indicated that at this stage, the planning is at a high level with no details 

of the design of the new structures, but indicated that there will be a combination of 

different housing typologies. It is unclear at this stage how it will work out as it will be 

based on density etc., and done through consultation with people who live in the area.  

 An attendee drew attention to the case of people living in garages or more than one family 

sharing a house. She urged the municipality to consider this situation when demolishing and 

housing people in Oribi Village.   

o David Gengan reiterated that at this stage, those kinds of details when not available, 

however there will be an in investigation of area. The consultants are aware of the 

various structures, the people in the area, etc. and therefore the municipality is aware of 

that kind of information. 

o It is important to note that there is sufficient space in the area for new development. 

There are also some commercial activities showing that the area has economic potential.  

o There are various different parts that make up human settlements – those plans will be 

detailed at a later stage, and therefore cannot be clarified now.  

o The people living in the area need to be vigilant of who moves into the area so that they 

are not disadvantage at a later stage. Preference will be given to people who are living in 

the area.  
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 David Cox summarised that the message in response to the concerns raised is positive feedback 

as the Village will be upgraded, but the detail of how this will unfold is yet to follow and 

residents will be consulted in that process. The main point is that no houses are being 

demolished, and with that being said, would like to move on to purpose of meeting today.  

 An attendee asked if it was too early to speculate, in terms of title deeds, if there will be action 

undertaken to address this.  

o David Gengan indicated that there will be a verification process where each unit in Oribi 

Village will be investigated (who is the family, how long have they been living there, do 

they have paper, etc.). This is how it has been done all over the city and the municipality 

has to go through that process (as was done in Edendale). The municipality will verify 

occupancy; however residents do not need to be afraid of this process as it is simply to 

get information.  

o The municipality do not want to build and perpetuate this rental notion, but rather want 

people to own their property. This will all be discussed when the time is appropriate.  

 An attendee indicated that he arrived late to the meeting and therefore may have missed the 

discussion – but wanted clarity if the municipality will be taking over Oribi Village, and why are 

they looking at houses being repaired when there are rumours about residents being relocated 

so that the municipality can build other things in the area. He queried what would happen to his 

situation as he is a pensioner and is disabled. 

o David Cox indicated that this has all been discussed, and in summary the response from 

the municipality is that no one in Oribi Village is going to be relocated, instead the 

Village will be upgraded. The detail of this upgrade will come with detailed planning, 

through a separate process, in which all people in the area will be consulted.  

 Councillor Msimang ended the session by indicating that David Gengan from the Msunduzi 

Municipality was requested to explain a few points for clarity, but that this is not a councillors 

meeting, it is for the proposed expansion of the airport project.  

o A separate process of engaging with people will be undertaken regarding the future of 

Oribi Village.  

o She indicated that there are 10 committee members who are Oribi Village residents who 

attend their regular meetings with the councillor.  

o Therefore the concerns of the Oribi villagers are well represented and will be considered 

and addressed in a separate meeting for the EIA meeting.  

o She requested that this session be closed to allow the consultants (INR) to continue with 

the purpose of the public meeting.  

3. Presentation 
 A copy of the Public Meeting presentation is included in Appendix 2. The presentation was given 

by David Cox (INR), and translated into Zulu by Jabulile Matshazi (INR).  

o Note that due to time constraints, presentation was not followed in detail, by rather 

provided a rapid overview of the proposed development and focused on outcomes of 

assessment.  

 David Cox opened the formal meeting, introducing the Institute of Natural Resources (INR) as 

the consultants managing the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) process for Msunduzi 

Municipality. 
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 David Cox outlined the meeting purpose, indicating that the EIA process is in its final stages.  

o The purpose of the meeting was to present the process and the conclusions about the 

likely impacts of the proposed project on the biophysical and socio-economic 

environment.  

o The meeting provided Interested and Affected Parties (I&APs) the opportunity to 

question the conclusions.  

 David Cox explained that an EIA is a legal process that had to be completed prior to any 

commencement of the developments.  

o The outcome and recommendations of the EIA are presented to and assessed by the 

Department of Economic Development, Tourism and Environmental Affairs (EDTEA). The 

department will issue a decision stating granting permission for the project to proceed 

or not. An Environmental Authorisation is issued if permission has been granted for 

proposed development.  

o There are also other government departments which have to approve the proposed 

development such as the Department of Water and Sanitation (DWS).  

 David Cox explained the two main phases (scoping and assessment) of the EIA process, detailing 

what has been done, interim progress and what is yet to follow to complete the process.  

o David Cox explained that this is the final comment period before the Environmental 

Assessment Practitioner (EAP) submits the outcomes of the assessment and 

recommendations to EDTEA.  

o Comments can still be submitted to the EAP until 16 February 2017 through various 

channels of communication including SMS, email, etc.  

 An attendee requested that a hard copy of the draft EIR report to be made available at Oribi 

clinic too, as Oribi clinic is more conveniently accessible to them than Scottsville clinic.  

o David Cox indicated that is feasible and will be done. 

 An attendee enquired if the project would bring any employment opportunities for the local 

community 

o David Cox indicated that all the positive impacts including employment opportunities are 

yet to be discussed in the presentation.  

 An attendee asked if the EAP had considered the potential environmental impact of chemicals 

and other hazardous substances, for example limestone used during the construction of roads.  

o David Cox indicated all of those types of issues have been assessed and are included in 

the presentation as part of the overview of the Environmental Management 

Programme.  

o An attendee suggested that the consultants go through the presentation and only open 

the floor for questions at the end of the presentation.  

o David Cox acknowledged the suggestion and concurred. 

 David Gengan provided an overview of the project context, needs and desirability and reiterated 

that the proposed expansion is all within the airport boundary, represented by a red line on the 

proposed layout map.  

o The proposed development is part of the Airport Master Plan and does not affect Bisley, 

Oribi and other areas surrounding the airport. Any other development outside the 

airport boundary will be a separate process.  

o David Gengan unpacked the motivation of expanding the airport, citing various 

advantages to municipality, passengers, aircraft operators and local business. He 
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explained, that the Municipality is currently subsidising the airport operations, 

emphasising that it was not sustainable as the municipality had other equally important 

priorities they need to address in the city. Hence, they had to explore other avenues on 

how the airport can sustain itself, such as expanding the airport which in-turn would 

generate funds from the airport operations. 

o This is not something new as airports around the world cannot survive on air passenger 

traffic only – they need other activities that generate income to support the facility.  

o David Gengan further explained the need to upgrade the airport facilities to attract 

travellers who currently prefer to fly out of King Shaka International Airport. Plans for 

the upgrade include introducing modern and more comfortable planes.  

o Since the upgrades of the airport that were done in 2013, the number of passengers has 

significantly increased, doubled to be precise. As part of the proposed development, the 

aviation infrastructure will be upgraded and expanded to accommodate more planes. 

Currently, only two planes can park in the apron at a time. The proposed developments 

also include a portion of land on the southern side of runway which will be developed 

into light industry. Essentially, the proposal is an expansion of the aviation infrastructure 

and facilities, the development of a Techno Hub and industrial facilities, to name a few.  

 David Cox displayed a map/aerial photograph of the airport with existing infrastructure, pointing 

out the runway and open land available within the airport boundary, demonstrating the 

availability and extent of the space reserved for the proposed expansion.  

o The layout of Phase 1 of proposed expansion was displayed. David Cox pointed out the 

proposed location of the infrastructure upgrades.  

 David Cox presented the alternatives that were considered during the planning phase and the 

associated impacts, citing the reasons why those alternatives fell off. Alternatives considered 

include site alternatives, flight path alternatives (which are available due to local constraints and 

obstacles, and safety regulations), as well as the proposed road alternatives, amongst others.  

o An attendee indicated that some years ago, a site in Ashburton was proposed for a new 

airport to replace the Pietermaritzburg airport and enquired if this alternative was 

considered as the option would service people from the Pietermaritzburg-Howick 

region, as well as the Kloof-Hillcrest region.  

o David Cox responded acknowledging the topic of the alternative site and highlighted the 

long, ongoing debate over the site. However, the Municipality cannot operate outside of 

the municipal boundary, and they already have an existing airport which has room for 

expansion with limited costs. Although, it is acknowledged that the Pietermaritzburg 

airport will also be constrained by the runway, which limits the size of planes that can 

use the airport, and therefore such alternatives could be a possibility in the long term, 

but they are not feasible now.  

 David Cox summarised the issues that came out of the scoping phase, which include potential 

impacts on the natural and socio-economic environment on a local and regional scale. This 

highlighted the need for various specialist assessments to be undertaken including: 

o a wetland and terrestrial specialist study;  

o a geotechnical investigation a social assessment which included an aircraft noise 

investigation which was assessed locally and in areas along the flight path;   

o an economic investigation which too was done for the local and regional environment, 

and assessed the sustainability of airport; 
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o linked to the noise assessment was an investigation of the potential impacts on the 

value of peoples’ property; and 

o a heritage assessment that investigated the availability of  historical buildings and assets.  

o The suit of impacts identified in Scoping Phase was then assessed in the Assessment 

Phase.  

o The impacts associated with construction work such as water pollution/contamination, 

and waste generation were also considered. Mitigation measures are listed in the 

Environmental Management Programme (EMPR) demonstrating how these potential 

impacts can be minimised. This does not provide all the specific detail, but such designs 

and management is based on guidelines. The draft EMPR document is also available for 

comment.  

 David Cox provided an overview of the impact assessment methodology, which was used by all 

specialist to analysis issues and summarise their significance (for example, is the potential 

impact negative/positive, and is it minor, moderate or major).  

 David Cox ran through likely impacts on receiving environment, starting with wetlands and using 

the map to speak to their existing condition, ecological value and conservation status. He 

highlighted the value of wetlands in the ecosystem such as improving the water quality, allow 

for the flow of water and function of stream system.  

o The significant impacts include the loss of habitat (grasslands and flowers) within the 

airport boundary, loss of important red listed plant species and some with medicinal 

value. However, a mitigation measure includes a search and rescue operation, which 

should be undertaken prior to construction by an ecologist and botanist to relocate all 

the unique species. Another mitigation measure is the rehabilitation of wetlands, to 

restore the integrity and improve the functionality of the wetlands. 

o The risk of erosion from uncontrolled stormwater and pollution, particularly during the 

construction phase of the site, are minor and can be managed.  

 David Cox provided an overview of the likely socio-economic impacts, which were assessed 

regionally (municipality), locally (in the area) 

o In terms of economics, the impact on job creation and economic development was 

assessed and displays potential positive impacts which can be enhanced to improve 

their significance. This also included an assessment of the sustainability of the airport, as 

at the moment, rate payers are subsidizing airport. The proposed development is likely 

to have a positive impact in this regard as the airport will be able to sustain itself.  

o The aircraft noise impact around the airport (Pelham, Bisley, etc.) and across town 

(Wembley, Hilton) was investigated though very extensive measurements to define 

baseline noise impact.  

o The heritage assessment revealed that the Pietermaritzburg Aeroclub and some of the 

aircraft hangers are of historical importance, and there are archaeological sites within 

the airport boundary that need to be protected as per the National Heritage Resources 

Act 25 of 1999 (NHRA). It is noted that Oribi Village has historical importance therefore 

needs to be protected when considering any development.  

o The traffic impact assessment investigated various elements including traffic congestion 

and flow, modelling the different scenarios of the possible impacts of increased traffic in 

the area. The baseline assessment established existing traffic congestion and safety 
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issues.  One of the big issues for the airport at the moment is poor access, all of which is 

likely to improve as a result of the proposed development.  

 David Cox detailed the outcomes of the baseline aircraft noise impact using the map to show the 

most impacted area was Bisley Park Primary School. Details of the anticipated flights were 

investigated and took into account that newer planes which are likely to quieter in the air. 

However; the impacts are still likely to be high when aircraft are taking-off or landing. Therefore 

the impact at the school will still be high.  

o Aircraft noise can be managed through sound proofing of buildings at the school, slightly 

reducing the intensity of the noise impact. Sound proofing can be considered for all 

sensitive receptors in the local area including the near-by crèche and school.  

o Aircraft noise has an impact on the value of property in the surrounding area. While, the 

upgrades and investments in the precinct can potentially increase the value of the 

property. 

 David Cox indicated that low significance impacts such as visual, health and safety, vibration 

were addressed in the EMPr.  

 David Cox provided an overview of the EMPR, which encapsulates all issues into a management 

plan and provides recommendations to manage and reduce or enhance likely impacts 

o EDTEA will assess the adequacy of the management practices listed in the EMPr and 

ensure they are implemented. The management plan becomes a legal binding 

requirement if Environmental Authorisation is granted.  

 David Cox indicated that since the circulation of the Draft EIR, EMPR and associated assessment 

reports for public review, some comments from IA&Ps have already been received.  

o These have been documented, and indicated how the EAP have response to the 

comments. The responses indicate either where in the report the comment has been 

addressed, or where and how it will be added if it has not been addressed.  

o Hard copies of all of the draft reports are available for public review at publicly 

accessible locations within the local area. A hard copy will be made available at the 

community centre in Oribi Village. I&APs can leave written comment at the public venue 

and the EAP will collect comments at the end of the comment period.   

 David Cox indicated that once comments have been received, the final EIR will be submitted to 

the EDTEA for assessment. The EAP will issue a concluding impact statement with 

recommendations to the EDTEA stating their expert opinion if the proposed project should 

proceed or not based on the outcome of the investigations  

o The recommendation by the EAP is to give authorisation for the proposed development 

to go ahead, as long as all recommendations stipulated are put in place and followed.  

 An attendee queried when they should expect the commencement of the first phase of 

construction.   

o David Cox indicated that this would depend on the availability of funds. Originally, the 

plan was for the Techno-Hub to be the first phase of the proposed development; 

however funds are no longer available.  

o As it stands, it is intended that the General Aviation (GA) expansion will be the first 

phase of the development, but this too is dependent on when money becomes 

available.  

o It should be noted that as part of the Airport Precinct Plan, there are a number of 

projects and proposals that the Municipality will take forward and work towards.  
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 An attendee queried if when they do this, will they send letters etc. to the people in the area.  

o David Cox indicated that once, and if, authorisation is granted, notification will be 

advertised to all registered I&APs and in the local newspaper. If anyone is not happy 

with the outcome of the process, they are able to appeal the decision or stipulate a 

condition.  

o The EAP will advise/publicise the EDTEAs decision, but once construction is underway, 

the ward councillor and municipality will engage with community regarding employment 

etc.  

 An attendee asked if there would be heavy tractors and construction vehicles moving through 

Oribi Village 

o David Cox indicated that all those types of aspects are dealt with in management plan, 

but in summary, there will be no heavy and construction vehicles moving through Oribi 

Village as they will be isolated to main transport routes and areas of proposed 

development.  

 David Cox enquired if there were any further comments or questions.  

o General consensus was that there were no further comments at this stage.  

 David Cox thanked those present for listening and attending the meeting, and reiterated that 

I&APs have the opportunity to comment on the draft report until the close of business on 16 

February 2017.  

o Comments can be submitted via SMS by replying to SMS sent out by Sian Oosthuizen, by 

leaving written comment at the public viewing venues, or by email.  

o Sian Oosthuizen will send out an SMS to all local I&APs after the meeting.  

 David Cox closed the public meeting at 20:25.  
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Appendixes  

1. Attendance Register  

1.1. Integrated Attendance Register2 

Name and Surname Type of Stakeholder Contact Number Email and/or Address Address 

Hlambumkhosi Gumede Resident - Oribi    

Nana Majola Resident - Oribi    

P N Gumede Resident - Oribi    

S Mngwabe Resident - Oribi    

N Mngwabe Resident - Oribi    

N Mkhise Resident - Oribi    

Thabisilie Khuzwayo Resident - Oribi    

Hameem Zondi Resident - Oribi    

Phillip Gwala Resident - Oribi    

Bathe Dube Resident - Oribi    

Lhumla Zkhali Resident - Oribi    

Sanele Ndwalawe Resident - Oribi    

Percy Ngcobo Resident - Bisley    

David Perumal      

Lundi Nglobo Resident    

Isabel Ngcobo Resident    

Dave Hizobi Resident - Bisley    

Segren Pillay Principal    

Mabel Gasa Resident - Oribi    

Thoko Lazasos Resident - Oribi    

Sindiswa Gasa Resident - Oribi    

Msaufrosi  Resident - Oribi    

                                                           
2
 For privacy reasons, personal contact details have been excluded from this public document 
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Name and Surname Type of Stakeholder Contact Number Email and/or Address Address 

B M Mxunialo Resident - Oribi    

S H Mthembu Resident - Oribi    

N Mbongweni Resident - Oribi    

M Fuche Resident - Oribi    

A Fouche Resident - Oribi    

N E Moloi Resident - Oribi    

L A Kruger Resident - Oribi    

K Booysen Resident - Oribi    

K Thala Resident - Oribi    

Mthandeni Shabalala Resident - Oribi    

Petros Ngayi Resident - Oribi    

Simiso Mchunu Resident - Oribi    

E Ally Resident - Oribi    

F Abdool Resident - Oribi    

Gladness Ndlangisa Resident - Oribi    

Bartholomew Municipality    

Kasongo Kampweulu Government     

Garisha Ramouth Government     

Vuyiswa Ndlovu Resident - Oribi    

Z Hammord Resident - Oribi    

H Bendall Resident - Oribi    

J King Resident - Oribi    

L Dewinter Resident - Oribi    

Micheal Resident - Oribi    

Rochelle Resident - Oribi    

Mereleen Adcais Resident - Oribi    

Wendy Zondi Resident - Oribi    

Nomborho Nondabula Resident - Oribi    

Sibusiso Zondi Resident - Bisley    

Sibingile Belowa Resident - Oribi    
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Name and Surname Type of Stakeholder Contact Number Email and/or Address Address 

Mama Donela Ncobo Resident - Oribi    

Ngcobo Philile Resident - Oribi    

Audrey Siamini Resident - Oribi    

Bhekisigcino Tondi Resident - Oribi    

Cll. N Msimang Councillor    

Nelesiwe Thuwele Resident - Oribi    

Sihle Silhole Resident - Oribi    

Nombali Mkhize Government     

Pinky Mlambo Resident - Oribi    

Dr T S Masango Resident - Oribi    

Francois Terblanche  Resident - Oribi    

Lena Bredenhann Resident - Oribi    

Sbongile B Zondi Resident - Bisley    

Sibisiso Zondi Resident - Bisley    

Rudolf Kritzinger Resident - Oribi    

Fiki Ncwane Resident - Oribi    

Hlengiwe Mncwabe Resident - Oribi    

Thombi Mncwabe Resident - Oribi    

Nokukhanya Mncube Resident - Oribi    

Burrie van Niekerk Resident - Bisley    

Liz Dralle Flight Path    

Zodwa Maphalala Resident - Oribi    

Sibiya Moira Resident - Oribi    

Thwala Lve Resident - Oribi    

Craig Mitchell Flight Path    

Jabu Maphalala Resident - Oribi    

Busiswa Nana Resident - Oribi    

Imke Summers Flight Path    

Nigel Bergak Flight Path    

Cathy Pilkington Resident - Oribi    
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Name and Surname Type of Stakeholder Contact Number Email and/or Address Address 

Branda Kamprecht Resident - Oribi    

Joanne Foxcraft Resident - Oribi    

Brendon Filkson Business    

N T Kunen Resident - Oribi    

Monica van Rensberg Resident - Oribi    

Kay Naidoo Business    

Maria Swanepoel Resident - Oribi    

Zonke Mkhize Resident - Oribi    

Thulisile Moyeni Resident - Oribi    

Ndlela Dudu Resident - Oribi    

Dlamini Grace Resident - Oribi    

Ruth Zuma Resident - Oribi    

Nama Akhona Resident - Oribi    

Nontobeko Khuzwayo Resident - Oribi    

Winnie Nzimande Resident - Oribi    

Bhehi Mthembu Resident - Oribi    

Zakhele Zulu Resident - Oribi    

E A Fouche Resident - Oribi    

Kevin Blomeyer Business    

Trevor van Rooyen Business    

Thandi Bulhelez Resident - Oribi    

Nelly Dlomo Resident - Oribi    

Ayanda Shange Resident - Oribi    

Imraan Ally Resident - Oribi    

Mokhele Tripanyane Resident - Oribi    

Wendy Veerasarmy Resident - Oribi    

J Perumal Municipality    
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1.2. Original Attendance Registers3  

 
                                                           
3
 For privacy reasons, personal contact details have been excluded from this public document 
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1.3. Photographic Evidence of the Public Meeting 
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2. Public Meeting (02/02/2017) Presentation 
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